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ABSTRACT

In the last few years, several studies have analyzed the performance of flooding and random walks as querying mechanisms for unstructured wireless sensor networks. However, most of the work is theoretical in nature and while providing insights into the asymptotic behavior of these querying mechanisms, does not account for the non-idealities faced by the network in real deployments. In this paper, we propose a 3-way handshake protocol as a reliable implementation of a random walk and compare its performance with flooding in real environments. The metrics considered are delay, reliability, and transmission cost. Our initial results suggest that flooding is better suited for low-interference environments, while random walks might be a better option in networks with high interference. We also present possible research directions to improve the performance of flooding and random walks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless Communications

General Terms
Empirical Evaluation, Random Walks, Flooding

1. INTRODUCTION

Querying in sensor networks can be classified in the following ways: (a) based on the type of data – continuous streams, or one-shot information (b) based on the type of queries – pull-based (where the sink issues the queries for information) or push-based (where the detection of events triggers notifications to the sink), or a hybrid of these two and (c) based on the query process – structured (using an index or hash table) or unstructured (stored at locations unknown to the querying sink node). Our study explores the area of unstructured systems; more precisely, we focus on one-shot, pull-based data querying in unstructured wireless sensor networks. Some typical examples of such queries are: ‘give me any location where a lion was seen?’, ‘give me all locations where the temperature is above 100°F’ etc.

Three important querying mechanisms for one-shot queries in unstructured networks are: flooding, controlled flooding (using expanding rings), and random walks. These querying mechanisms have been extensively studied in the context of wireless sensor networks [4, 9, 10, 11, 25, 16, 14]. However, most of these studies are theoretical or based on simulations, and they make simplified assumptions about the communication model. Recent studies [1, 2] indicate that the behavior of real wireless networks may differ significantly from that observed in analytical/simulation studies. Hence, in order to determine the best querying mechanism for a given application, it is important to complement the initial theoretical/simulation studies with insights derived from real deployments. The aim of this work is to provide some initial design insights based on the behavior of flooding and random walks in real environments.

Our work is motivated by the fact that, while different variants of flooding have been evaluated in experimental test-beds [1, 3], and limited realistic simulations have been reported recently expanding ring-based controlled floods [4], there has been no prior work on evaluating the performance of random walks in a realistic wireless system. We propose a 3-way handshake protocol as a reliable mechanism to forward queries in a random walk (similar to TCP [26]). Our initial results suggest that a preliminary design decision between flooding and random walks could be made based on the interference level of the environment. For scenarios with low interference, flooding appears as a better querying mechanism, while for high-interference environments, ran-
Querying in wireless sensor networks can be broadly classified into two main categories: structured and unstructured mechanisms. In structured systems (Geographic Hash Tables, DIMENSIONS, DIFS), the content of event data is used to determine where they should be stored. The query mechanisms for such systems can be quite efficient because the sink can use the same indexing or hashing mechanism to determine the storage location of desired content and retrieve it.

Random walks are also finding increasing use in the context of unstructured wireless sensor networks. Different variants of random-walk-based protocols have been proposed and analyzed by several research groups. The authors of [24, 25] highlight their inherently load-balanced advantages. The ACQUIRE protocol combines random walks with controlled floods, while the rumor routing algorithm is a hybrid push-pull mechanism that provides a rendezvous point for queries and events. However, to the best of our knowledge, despite so many proposals for using random walks in sensor networks, they have never before been evaluated on a real wireless network test-bed.

Indeed, the topic of experimental evaluation of multi-hop wireless sensor network protocols itself could be said to be in a relatively nascent stage today. Ganesan et al. performed a seminal experimental study of basic flooding on a real test-bed, and revealed several surprising observations. This was followed by several experimental studies investigating the behavior of real wireless links. Our work shares the spirit of this growing literature on realistic evaluation of wireless network protocols and covers new ground.

3. QUERYING MECHANISMS

Our goal in this study is query resolution of one-shot, pull-based queries that fall under the general type: “Find any K out of a total of M events?” This implies that a total of M interesting events have occurred in a wireless sensor network deployment, and a user is interested in querying a subset of these events. When K = 1, this corresponds to a query of the type ‘give me ANY event’ while when K = M, this corresponds to an ALL events query. Two widely employed querying mechanisms have been considered as effective mechanisms for resolving these queries: Random Walks and Flooding. Below, we briefly describe our implementation of each in turn highlighting the unique features of our experimental study.

3.1 Random Walks

In this study, we consider both a simple random walk, and its enhanced version called the self-avoiding random walk with memory. They differ in the method of selecting the next hop neighbor when forwarding the random walk token (the token in this case is a query packet).

- Simple RW: At each step, a node chooses one of its neighbors randomly to forward the walk. Every neighbor has an equal probability of being chosen. One weakness of the simple random walk is its tendency to revisit recently visited nodes. It can spend a significant amount of time in the vicinity of the starting node before exploring the rest of the network - causing significant delays and increased energy cost.
- Self avoiding RW with k-Memory: This walk avoids the most recently visited k nodes that were part of its trajectory. The identity of the last k nodes is stored within the random walk query packet itself. If the random walk finds itself trapped at a node such that all its neighbors have been visited in the last k steps, only then does it violate this avoidance rule to escape, by picking one of the neighbors uniformly at random.

Communication over lossy links, asymmetric links, irregular network topologies, transient link failures, dynamic network topology changes, node failures, interference from other networks (e.g. IEEE 802.11 a/b/g, Bluetooth etc.) are some of the characteristics of real environments. To counter some of these vagaries, two key elements are employed in our random walk protocol implementation: neighbor discovery and reliable forwarding.

3.1.1 Neighbor Discovery

As described earlier, at each step, the random walk propagates by forwarding a token to a chosen neighbor. If the link to the chosen neighbor is lossy, a high communication cost may be incurred. These issues are handled as follows in the neighbor discovery phase.

Link Quality Estimation: To ensure that during forwarding, a node chooses a good ‘neighbor’, we first perform link quality estimation across the network. A simple two-phase TDMA scheme is implemented for packet reception rate (PRR) measurements. In the first phase, every node is allocated 100 time slots. In every time slot, a designated node broadcasts a packet. Thus, at the end of phase one, each node ends up transmitting a total of 100 packets. Since the packets are broadcasted, all nodes log the packets received from other nodes noting the identity of the sender. At the end of this phase, each node has a record of their in-degree PRR with respect to every other node i.e. the number of packets (out of 100) successfully received from every other node. In the second TDMA phase, every node exchanges their in-degree PRR information with every other node.
node. This exchange is done by setting the transmission power to the highest to ensure that nodes far away from each other also receive this information. Hence, at the end of the second phase, all nodes are aware of their in-degree and out-degree PRR values with respect to every other node. It should be noted that PRR values vary with time, as reported by several studies [17, 21]. To reduce the effect of this phenomena on our experimental results, the various runs of the random walk protocol were conducted within a short time interval after the PRR measurement phase (within 30-45 minutes after measurement).

In order to keep track of the dynamic changes in the PRR between pairs of nodes, the link quality estimation phase described above could be repeated throughout the lifetime of the testbed, or the link quality could be updated by overhearing control and query/event packets. An efficient mechanism to update the link's PRR is part of future research.

Blacklisting: The link quality estimation stage provides each node the PRR for its incoming and outgoing links to every other node in the network. Good neighbors for each node are determined using a blacklisting threshold for bidirectional links. Only neighbors with links with PRR above this threshold in both directions are chosen as potential next hop token receivers.

3.1.2 Reliable Forwarding

A practical implementation of a random walk based querying scheme must ensure that the random walk token is not “lost” during transmissions. Moreover, with energy being a key resource, the walk should be able to propagate around transient link failures without expending a lot of energy. Hence, a node may attempt to forward the token to a chosen neighbor a certain number of times before giving up and choosing an alternate neighbor. Also, a single random walk should not branch off into multiple instances, as this would lead to increased transmission costs and complexity in terms of protocol management. In this study, our focus is on single threaded random walks. To ensure reliability and duplicate walk suppression, the forwarding process for the random walk token employs a three-way handshake protocol similar to that employed by TCP [26].

We briefly explain the protocol considering the forwarding of the random walk token from a node A to node B, its chosen neighbor. Node A initiates the forwarding process by sending a RW_PKT packet to node B. Node B on successful reception replies with a RW_ACK packet. When A receives the acknowledgement it sends a RW_REL packet indicating to node B that henceforth it is the responsibility of node B to forward the token.

The 3-way handshake protocol employs suitable timers at both the sender and receiver ends along with session state information (for e.g. sequence number etc.) to recover from the possibility of lost packets and to avoid multiple simultaneous random walk threads. The timer values have an impact on the delay for network coverage and in turn the time taken for query resolution. Too large a timer value will inflate the delay while too small a value will cause frequent timeouts and result in higher energy expenditure. We empirically calculated the average time taken for transmission of a packet between two neighboring nodes and chose the timer value to be twice the average packet transmission time plus a certain tolerance. Note that successful transmission of a token from one node to another involves three successive back-to-back transmissions and receptions for reliable delivery. This manifests itself in the form of a higher average delay observed with random walks for query resolution.

Finally, we discuss another enhancement to the random walk protocol. In wireless networks, the transmissions are inherently broadcasted. Hence, random walks in wireless networks allow for the possibility that the packet being forwarded is overheard by other nodes in the neighborhood. Particularly in dense deployments where neighboring nodes remain awake, this broadcast advantage can provide a drastic advantage in terms of the time taken until a node containing the desired information hears the query (the hitting time) or the time taken to explore all nodes in the entire network (the cover time). To enable this, the token being passed during the walk is sent as a broadcast packet, but the intended recipient’s ID is recorded in the data, and only that node is allowed to forward the packet at the next step. All other nodes passively record the query. The disadvantage here is that it complicates how the random walk may be terminated once a node receiving a query via a broadcast resolves it and sends the reply to the sink.

3.2 Flooding

We have implemented a version of the basic flooding scheme in which there is no explicit mechanism to ensure reliability. To prevent an “explosion” due to repeated rebroadcasts of flooding packets heard from multiple neighbors, each instance of flooding is identified by a run id. When a node receives a flood packet with a particular id, it will rebroadcast only if it is hearing this id for the first time. This first reception and its time are logged for delay calculations. Suitable timers and sequence number checks ensure that back-to-back flooding runs do not overlap with one another.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In order to study the performance of the querying mechanisms in realistic settings, we have implemented the schemes described above in hardware. In this section, we present our experimental methodology by describing the deployments and experiments conducted.

4.1 Deployment description

The experiments employed Moteiv Tmote-Sky devices, popularly known as the telosb motes [27]. The experimental topology comprises a square grid, however, as compared to an ideal symmetric grid where each node has 4 neighbors (except border nodes), in practical scenarios not all neighbors only send and receive packets from their immediate neighbors. We performed experiments both in an indoor and outdoor environment. The characteristics of the two environments are as follows:

- **Indoor**: This environment comprised of a large empty room on the fourth floor of one of the campus buildings. There is an operational 100 node sensor network test bed on the third and fourth floors of this building. Other sources of interference are several research labs using wireless devices and the presence of a large number of IEEE 802.11b/g networks.
- **Outdoor**: This environment comprised off a large open area outside one of the campus buildings where we found that there is significantly lower interference
Figure 1: Reliability for query resolution with flooding for indoor environment.

Figure 2: Reliability for query resolution with flooding for outdoor environment.
Networks of different grid sizes were deployed. The grids in the indoor environments were $\{5 \times 5$ and $7 \times 7\}$ and those for the outdoor environment were $\{8 \times 8$ and $9 \times 9\}$. The experiments were conducted on different days, with no discernible changes in the environments - this is important to substantiate later observations on reliability of flooding. While our initial experiments do not consider a wide range of densities, number of nodes or environments; we took careful considerations during the deployments (replace faulty nodes, correct positioning of nodes, etc) to guarantee that the results are true in general for the conditions described and are not artifacts of flawed implementation or rare events.

### 4.2 Experiment description

The experiments involved the following steps:

1. Nodes were programmed with unique node ID's and tagged correspondingly so that their locations could be matched with the collected trace information.
2. A laptop, serving as a base-station, was used to monitor and issue commands to the nodes to start/stop/reset an experiment run for the appropriate querying protocols, i.e., flooding and random walk.
3. The initial placement phase is followed by a neighbor discovery phase, where the nodes first measure pairwise packet reception rates (PRRs) between them using a TDMA-based scheme (see Link Quality Estimation in Section 3.1). The PRRs are only recorded once at the beginning since the environment is expected to be static. Initially, the nodes were calibrated at the minimum power level.
4. The nodes sent their collected PRR information to the base-station where a verification procedure was executed to ensure that all the nodes formed a single connected component. If the collected PRRs indicated that the network was disconnected, the power level of the nodes was increased till a single connected component was formed. Alternatively, the distances between the nodes could be reduced to have a similar effect.
5. After the PRR phase, various runs of flooding and random walk were conducted. During these experiments, each node logged various details for packet transmissions and receptions such as the source, destination, time of transmission, time of reception, type of protocol, etc.
6. A START_FLOOD command was issued from the base-station specifying the node from which the flood should start (sink node) and the number of back-to-back floods to be issued. Appropriate timer settings ensured that successive floods did not overlap.
7. After the flooding phase, a START_RW command was issued from the base-station initiating a single iteration of a random walk (with or without memory) at the same sink node. Ideally, as soon as the coverage time (meaning the earliest time when all the nodes have been visited by the random walk at least once) is reached we would have liked to terminate the walk. Since doing this precisely is difficult, the walk was terminated after a certain number of hops (say RW_STEPS). If RW_STEPS is really large value almost certainly the coverage time would be reached, however, to prevent running over the limited flash memory that the motes possess for logging purposes (only 1MB), an appropriate value for RW_STEPS was empirically determined.2

This marked the termination of a single iteration of the random walk.

8. Several such random walk iterations were performed and in post-processing only considered those traces where the cover time was reached.

9. For both the indoor and the outdoor environments, 1000 flooding iterations were performed, followed by 10 random walk iterations each with different memories varied as $k = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$.

### 5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we describe the metrics for evaluating the performance of the querying mechanisms in the experiments and present results.

Recall that for the one-shot queries considered in our study, a total of $M$ events exist in the network; the location of these events may be drawn from an arbitrary distribution. For simplicity, we consider a uniform distribution for the location of the $M$ events. Queries desiring exactly $K$ out of $M$ events are issued at a sink node ($0 \leq K \leq M$). The sink node is assumed to be located at one corner of the grid network. For the random walk case, the query initiates a random walk from the sink node and proceeds to find the desired $K$ events. Similarly, for the flooding case, the flood is initiated from the same sink node. For both querying protocols, when $K = 1$, the query is resolved when it hits any event node for the first time, while when $K = M$, the query is resolved when it visits the last of the non-visited event nodes. Otherwise the query is assumed to be unresolved.

#### 5.1 Metrics

The key application metrics considered in this study are average delay, average energy (in terms of number of packet transmissions), and reliability for query resolution. The metrics of delay and energy do not consider the cost of the query response to the sink. Hence, the delay metric considered here is the one way searching delay (complete query delay would also need the return path delay). Similar is the case for the energy metric. For flooding, the transmission cost is fixed and independent of the value of $K$ and $M$ but the delay is the earliest time at which the $K$ events are found. For random walk, both the number of transmissions and delay depend on the earliest hop at which the $K$-th event is found. The assumption is that the random walk would have stopped at this point. Reliability is calculated as the percentage of successfully resolved queries.

#### 5.2 Results

2While theoretically it is known that cover time for a random walk on a symmetric grid of size $N$ is $O(N^2 \cdot \log N)$, we found that this value was an over-estimate especially in practical scenarios where one cannot get an 'ideal' grid.
Figure 3: (a) Average delay and (b) Average energy in terms of number of transmissions, for query resolution with the flooding and random walk querying schemes for a 81-node grid network in an outdoor environment.

Figure 4: (a) Average delay and (b) Average energy in terms of number of transmissions, for query resolution with the flooding and random walk querying schemes for a 64-node grid network in an outdoor environment.

Figure 5: (a) Relative node degree and (b) relative number of visits in the 64 node grid network in an outdoor environment.
We emulate the $K$ out of $M$ type queries on the traces. In postprocessing the trace data, we are able to emulate the existence of arbitrary numbers and locations of event sources. For each value of $M$ and $K$, we consider a 1000 different placements for the event nodes, hence, the results presented are averages over 1000 iterations. The error bars capturing the 95% confidence intervals for the metric results are quite tight, hence, we do not present them here.

Due to space constraints, we cannot exhaustively study all possible scenarios in the evaluation, but rather focus on illustrating some key observations.

Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the reliability of flooding for the indoor environment for 25 and 49 nodes respectively. It is observed that the query resolution success percentage is pretty low, dropping drastically for higher values of $K$ and $M$. In most flooding runs, a significant number of nodes could not receive even a single packet. However, for the small number of cases that flooding did resolve the query, the delay and energy metrics were lower compared to random walks. On the other hand, the success percentage for our reliable random walk implementation was always 100%. In the random walk case, packet forwarding was observed to stall many times due to repeated packet losses but eventually recovered every time. However, the high reliability came at a cost of high energy expenditure due to the retransmission required by the 3-way handshake mechanism.

We hypothesize that simple flooding is not an ideal querying mechanism for high-interference environments. A reliability mechanism is needed for flooding to be useful as a querying mechanism. It will be interesting to see with the increase in cost for reliability, how flooding will compare with random walks. This remains an item for future research.

For the benign outdoor environment with little or no interference, Figures 2(a) and (b) show that simple flooding has high reliability for most $K$ and $M$ values. Figures 4(a) and 3(a) show the average delay and Figures 4(b) and 3(b) show the relative energy performance for flooding and random walks in the outdoor environment for 64 and 81 node networks respectively. Here, we find that the reliability of flooding is also quite high and comparable to the 100% reliability provided by the random walk scheme. However, as compared to random walks, the delay for flooding is lower by an order of magnitude and the energy cost is also lower for most $K$ and $M$ values. Clearly, simple flooding is a very good option in such conditions. In this regime, it would be interesting to see by how much performance of random walks can be improved by exploiting the broadcast advantage (see the end of Section 3.1).

Self-avoiding random walks with memory improved the cost and delay when compared to simple random walks. However, from Figures 3 and 4, we also see that having a memory of 4 previously visited nodes does not give significant gains over having a memory of 1 step i.e there are diminishing returns with increasing memory size. This indicates that most of the gains can be obtained with minimal overhead of carrying one step memory in the packets. Figure 5 shows the close correspondence between node degree and number of visits made by the random walk with a memory of 1 for the 64 node network in the outdoor environment.

6. CONCLUSION

Random walk based protocols have been gaining prominence as a useful tool for querying as well as other useful operations in sensor networks due to their simplicity, natural load-balancing and global coverage properties. We have provided the first-ever experimental characterization of such random walks. The contributions of this work are threefold: (a) we presented a 3-way handshake reliable protocol for random walks, (b) we compared empirically the performance of random walks and flooding, and (c) described areas for future research.

Our study considered realistic conditions such as lossy links, non-isotropic coverage, degree heterogeneity and long links in the design of random walks\(^3\). While these effects may not have an important impact on the asymptotic behavior of large scale networks, small and medium scale networks can be significantly affected. For instance, lossy links lead to a higher energy and time consumption, but long links lead to lower coverage times. In the process of developing a reliable random walk, we also implemented memory-based self-avoiding walks that show better coverage properties than the simple random walk.

The comparison between random walks and flooding lead to a potentially useful guidelines in the design of querying mechanisms. For isolated networks with little or no interference, flooding has high reliability and outperforms random walks in terms of delay and energy costs. For networks with considerable interference, reliability of flooding is drastically reduced and random walk based approaches might be better suited. It is part of future work to validate this hypothesis by evaluating other network sizes, densities, and potentially other types of environments that exhibit qualitatively different degrees of interference that can be captured with a set of parameters.

For a more complete understanding and characterization of the design space, the following need to be studied:

- The use of broadcast advantage can significantly decrease both delay and cost of random walks, particularly in dense deployments.
- In lossy environments, how will the higher cost of implementing reliable flooding compare with random walks?
- Incorporation of the reply path costs in both the delay and energy metrics
- Controlled flooding or expanding ring search
- Experiments in several environments with varying levels of interference and multi-path
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